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This report produces the general text for the various midpoint combinations of those planets or 

points that have been selected for display on a chart. This text is not specific to one chart but may 

assist in your understanding of synthesizing planetary meanings for midpoints. 

 

The Solar Fire Midpoint interpretations text has been written by UK astrologer Julian Venables. 

Julian works in England as a client-based astrologer, teaching beginners’ classes as well as 

conducting private tuition. He holds a certificate from The Faculty of Astrological Studies and 

has completed his Diploma studies and Exams. Julian was on the committee of The Astrology 

Lodge of London and is a member of The Astrological Association of Great Britain. 

 

 

 

GENERAL MIDPOINTS 
 

Moon / Sun 

This is your point of identity awareness. Look to the characteristics of the sign to discover how 

to describe your combination of spirit and soul or vitality and feeling. 

 

Moon / Mercury 

This point indicates your emotional intelligence and how your thoughts are affected by feelings. 

You make a good communicator or writer but might also be a gossip. The sign placement gives 

more information on your style of thoughtfulness and mental activity. 

 

Moon / Venus 

This point represents love feelings for others as well as how you love yourself. Look to the sign 

placement for style of affection, artistic tendencies and how you express your joy for living. 

 

Moon / Mars 

This point represents excitement and impulsive feelings where you feel urges to take action. 

Look to the sign placement for how you express energy or fighting spirit and release inner 

tensions. 

 

Moon / Jupiter 

This point is where your beliefs and feelings are combined. It shows the kindness of your heart 

and how you express happiness. The sign placement gives more information on your style of 

benevolence and generosity, as well as a background on your faith and beliefs. It can indicate 

travelling. 

 

Moon / Saturn 



This point represents your self-control and sense of duty. The sign placement indicates the style 

in which you might feel restricted, inhibited or control your feelings. 

 

Moon / Uranus 

This point represents emotional tension and restlessness. This is where your inner instinct is 

self-willed and independent. The sign placement indicates the style in which you express erratic 

or eccentric feelings. 

 

Moon / Neptune 

This is the point where you are psychic sensitive and can pick up on other people’s feelings. The 

sign placement indicates the style of your visions and imaginations and how you can get inspired 

through your subconscious. 

 

Moon / Pluto 

This is the point where you express extremes of emotion and feeling. Look to the sign placement 

for more information on how you experience emotional outbursts and impulsive actions. 

 

Moon / North Node 

This point represents how you link soul-to-soul with others. The sign placement gives more 

information about your emotional attitude in your associations, also what stimulates you and 

what you feel drawn towards. 

 

Moon / Ascendant 

This is the point that represents how you behave and relate to other people. Look to the sign 

placement for more information on your adaptability, attitude and general mood towards others. 

 

Moon / Midheaven 

This is the point of your soul and soul expression. The sign placement gives more information on 

your life objectives and how you enter soul-relationships with others. 

 

Sun / Mercury 

This is the point of self-knowing where your mind and being are combined and encapsulate the 

power of thought. Look to the characteristics of the sign it is in to describe your personal outlook 

and how you use your mind and common sense. 

 

Sun / Venus 

This point represents your love, attraction and popularity showing where you express your sense 

of beauty and your artistic and aesthetic values. Look to the characteristics of the sign it is in for 

how you express soul-love and feeling. 

 

Sun / Mars 

This point represents your will to live and is the source of your physical vitality and vigour. Look 

to the characteristics of the sign it is in to understand more about your determination, ambitions 

and desires. 

 

Sun / Jupiter 



This point represents your health, happiness and your power to expand. Look to the 

characteristics of the sign for more detail on your moral and religious outlook as well as your 

ability to integrate socially. 

 

Sun / Saturn 

This is the point that represents your karma. This is where your sense of destiny lies through 

perseverance. Look to the characteristics of the sign for more information about how you 

experience separation and inhibition. 

 

Sun / Uranus 

This is the point where you express your freedom and independence. Look to the characteristics 

of the sign for more information on how you express your originality and your ability to bring 

reforms. 

 

Sun / Neptune 

This is the point where you are impressionable and imaginative. Look at the characteristics of the 

sign for more information on your sensitivity and inclination to mysticism also where you might 

experience weakness, moodiness or illness. 

 

Sun / Pluto 

This is the point that represents how you seek out power. Look to the sign characteristics for 

more information on your ability to be determined and intensely focussed, as well as how you 

experience traumas, crises and anxieties. 

 

Sun / North Node 

This is the point that represents how you interact with the public and what stimulates you and 

gives you growth. Look to the characteristics of the sign for more information on how you can 

reach your true potential and fulfil your destiny. 

 

Sun / Ascendant 

This is the point that represents the combination of your willpower, your personality and your 

attitude towards other people. Look to the characteristics of the sign for more information on 

how you meet people and strive to be recognised. 

 

Sun / Midheaven 

This point represents your goal or life objective. Look to the characteristics of the sign for more 

information on how to create your best progress or advancement. 

 

Mercury / Venus 

This point indicates your intellect and sense of beauty. In other words, it is how you combine 

feeling and thoughts of love. The sign placement gives more information on your expression of 

light heartedness, cheerfulness and your sense of artistic beauty and grace. 

 

Mercury / Mars 

This point indicates thought power. In other words, it is how you activate thoughts and plans. 

The sign placement gives more information on your manner of speaking, speed of judgement, 



practical disposition and general dexterity. 

 

Mercury / Jupiter 

This point indicates your common sense. In other words, it is how you construct your intellect 

and learn from your thinking. The sign placement gives more information on your style of 

speech, what gives you optimism and the kind of good ideas you have. 

 

Mercury / Saturn 

This point indicates your depth of thought. In other words, it is how serious you take your 

thinking and reasoning ability. The sign placement shows your style of logic and concentration 

as well as the way you organise and apply yourself to tasks in life. 

 

Mercury / Uranus 

This point indicates your intuitive thinking and inventiveness. In other words, it is how quickly 

your mind moves. The sign placement gives more information on your innovation and intellect, 

as well as how you influence people and discern the world around you. 

 

Mercury / Neptune 

This point indicates your imagination. In other words, it is your intuitive and perceptive visions. 

The sign placement shows your style of fantasy and mental awareness and how your 

subconscious works. It is also the point of self-delusion and lack of clarity. 

 

Mercury / Pluto 

This point indicates your powers of observation and powers of suggestion. The sign placement 

gives more information on your style of criticism, diplomacy and your influence in speaking or 

writing. 

 

Mercury / North Node 

This point indicates the exchange of ideas with others. In other words how you like to share 

common or joint plans. The sign placement gives more information on your sociability and 

intellectual interests. 

 

Mercury / Ascendant 

This point indicates your general attitude towards other people. In other words, it is the 

combination of your personality and your ability to communicate. The sign placement gives 

more information on the kind of people you like to talk to and make contact with and how you 

derive pleasure from the people and contacts you have. 

 

Mercury / Midheaven 

This point indicates your outlook and opinion of life, and what you like to learn. In other words, 

it describes your aims and objectives. The sign placement gives more information on the kind of 

career you might have and how you advance forward in life. 

 

Venus / Mars 

This point indicates the combination of sensuality and desire. In other words, it is all about your 

passion. The sign placement gives more information on your sense-nature and excitability, the 



sort of people you love and the kind of sex you enjoy. 

 

Venus / Jupiter 

This point indicates the joy and happiness of the love experience. It is the point where you like to 

have a good time. The sign placement gives more information on the style of your popularity, 

sociability and how you harmonise with others best. 

 

Venus / Saturn 

This point indicates where you feel responsibility and duty in your relationships. In other words, 

it is where love and heart feelings are repressed. The sign placement gives more information 

about your style of emotional inhibition and how you might feel unsatisfied and reserved in love 

matters. 

 

Venus / Uranus 

This point indicates where you get excited about love and feeling expression. The sign placement 

gives more information on your sensations and feelings when aroused and any strange urges and 

inclinations you have when in love, including creative and artistic expressions. 

 

Venus / Neptune 

This point indicates our imagination around love and relationship. Fantasies abound here as does 

sensitivity, illusion and impressionability. The sign placement gives more information on the 

style of art and music you like, as well as the kind of ideals, dreams and visions you have. 

 

Venus / Pluto 

This point indicates where you have deep inner compulsions of attraction and sensuality. In other 

words, it is the point where you fall madly in love. The sign placement gives more information 

on your style of sex drive, desires and lustfulness; it also shows your particular artistic and 

creative gifts. 

 

Venus / North Node 

This point indicates how you are stimulated by love and how you bring together contacts and 

associations with warmth and charm. The sign placement gives more information on the style of 

your behaviour and mannerisms towards others, as well as your general agreeableness, 

diplomacy and sympathy. 

 

Venus / Ascendant 

This point indicates how you express your harmonious personality, your sense of beauty and 

artistic inclinations. The sign placement gives more information on your appearance and 

complexion, your tastes, general affections and sociability. 

 

Venus / Midheaven 

This point indicates your aspirations towards being a loving person. The sign placement gives 

more information on the style of your kindness and benevolence, your affectionate behaviour and 

how you feel love and attachment to others. 

 

Mars / Jupiter 



This point indicates the creative activity that makes you lucky. In other words, it is the 

combination of desire and joy. This could manifest as children, a love of enterprise and creative 

projects. The sign placement gives more information on your style of energy and ambition and 

how you would make a decision quickly and positively. 

 

Mars / Saturn 

This point represents personal tests of strength, endurance and your resistance ability. Look to 

the sign placement for more information on your style of harshness, bitterness and how you can 

be self-willed and obstinate. This point is known for the manifestation of health problems as well 

as injury and destructive energies. 

 

Mars / Uranus 

This point represents your use of energy. It shows where you are likely to have sudden and 

erratic powerful bursts of self-will, determination and wilfulness. The sign placement gives more 

information on your style of freedom and independence, and what you are prepared to fight to 

bring reforms to. 

 

Mars / Neptune 

This point represents how you are inspired to take action and make plans. The sign placement 

gives more information on your spiritual aspirations and your artistic pursuits. It can also be 

where you experience a lack of energy or weakness. 

 

Mars / Pluto 

This point represents expression of your force and power in a compulsive or obsessed manner. 

The sign placement gives more details on your style of self confidence, ambitions and how you 

want to attain your objectives. 

 

Mars / North Node 

This point indicates teamwork and collaborations. It also indicates physical attraction and union. 

The sign placement gives more information on how you cooperate with others and your style of 

comradeship and team spirit. 

 

Mars / Ascendant 

This point represents how you express your raw energy. This point also represents leadership, 

fighting spirit and how you act in conflict. The sign placement gives more information on your 

style of drive and push and how you actively go about creating something. 

 

Mars / Midheaven 

This point represents the awareness of your ego in action and how you become aware of your 

own aims and objectives. The sign placement gives more information on your style of taking 

action, making decisions and the kind of power you have to succeed in life. 

 

Jupiter / Saturn 

This point represents your ability to be persevering and patient. In other words, it is the point 

where all good things come to those who wait and work hard with a clear goal or life objective in 

sight. 



 

Jupiter / Uranus 

This point represents lucky breaks and good luck. It shows where you get good ideas that 

enhance your fortune, as well as far sightedness and philosophical interests. The sign placement 

gives more information on your style of organising abilities as well as your faith or belief and 

philosophy of life. 

 

Jupiter / Neptune 

This point represents where you ideal happiness is, or so it might seem. It is the point 

representing your biggest fantasy and illusion and what tends to make up your daydreams. The 

sign placement gives more information on your impressionability, imagination, love, generosity 

and describes your feeling for art and music. 

 

Jupiter / Pluto 

This point represents your striving for development of personal power through study, religion 

and travel. The sign placement gives more information on your style of spiritual and intellectual 

leadership and how you influence groups of people. 

 

Jupiter / North Node 

This point represents good connections with others and beneficial associations that help you get 

growth in life. The sign placement gives more information on the style of community or group 

that you share interests or beliefs with. 

 

Jupiter / Ascendant 

This point represents you at your most agreeable, harmonious and sociable. The sign placement 

gives more information on your general disposition, personality and attitude towards life as well 

as your influence on the environment around you. 

 

Jupiter / Midheaven 

This point represents your aim for success, what makes you happy and how you want to be seen 

by the world. The sign placement gives more information on your style of optimism and positive 

outlook and the kind of profession where you find success. It is a strong soul point and shows 

where you are at your noblest. 

 

Saturn / Uranus 

This point represents unbearable tension and irritability. You want to make changes and reforms 

but feel restricted by boundaries or traditional rules. The sign placement gives more information 

on how you cope with tense situations and your ability to persevere and endure. This point is to 

do with obstinate willpower and determination. 

 

Saturn / Neptune 

This point represents the abandonment of your duties for a lifestyle of abstinence and sobriety. 

The sign placement gives more information on what you sacrifice in your life as well as your 

general cautiousness, self-restraint and denial. 

 

Saturn / Pluto 



This point represents the hardest and most difficult path to follow in order to get rewards and 

success. It is where we undergo superhuman feats of endurance, immense physical stresses 

including illnesses, endurance, self-discipline and self-denial. The sign placement gives more 

information on the style and area of life of struggling, severity, cruelty, violence and 

hard-heartedness. 

 

Saturn / North Node 

This point represents your tendency to be isolated. The sign placement gives more information 

on your difficulties in cooperating with others and how you feel inhibited when in groups; it can 

also show the kind of older and mature people you might be drawn to. 

 

Saturn / Ascendant 

This point represents the difficulties you have in your general approach to life. The sign 

placement gives more information on the style of impediment or obstruction that you experience 

as you meet life and in your relationships. 

 

Saturn / Midheaven 

This point represents where your life direction is held back and your aspirations can feel 

repressed. The sign placement gives more information the style of restrictiveness and personal 

boundaries or self discipline. 

 

Uranus / Neptune 

This point represents your spiritual and mystical inclinations and where you might receive inner 

illumination and enlightenment. The sign placement gives more information on your spiritual 

understanding and your inspiration and idealism. 

 

Uranus / Pluto 

This point represents where you wish to bring regeneration and change through a revolutionary 

attitude if necessary. The sign placement gives more information on your style of reform, your 

objectives and your creative power. 

 

Uranus / North Node 

This point represents your shared life experiences with a team or group. It indicates where you 

can bring reforms and an inventive attitude to the world. It is also about your ability to make 

sudden contacts, and the point that can represent a surprising change in your destiny. 

 

Uranus / Ascendant 

This point represents your quick responses to the world around you. It shows the original and 

eccentric part of your personality. The sign placement gives more information on style of 

inventiveness, originality and quirkiness. 

 

Uranus / Midheaven 

This point represents where you can expect sudden changes or a re-arrangement in your career or 

vocation that leads toward the success or advancement of your aspirations. 

 

Neptune / Pluto 



This point represents the power of your imagination. It shows where you go deeply and intensely 

into such areas as supernatural and mystical realms. You might also find yourself compulsively 

attached to a peculiar or strange idea, through which you search for self-knowledge and 

illumination. 

 

Neptune / North Node 

This point represents where your contacts and associations can be unclear and vague. It is where 

you are unsure of what stimulates you or how you are pulled in the direction you are going in. 

You can show rather disruptive social tendencies, replacing community spirit with confusion. 

 

Neptune / Ascendant 

This point represents how you can be impressionable, sensitive and compassionate towards other 

people. It can also show where you might have a lack of resistance or stamina and be influenced 

to be insincere or to deceive others. 

 

Neptune / Midheaven 

This point represents uncertainty in your life direction and insecurity when thinking about your 

professional reputation and career. It can also indicate life objectives that remain shrouded in 

mystery and an aimless purpose. Be aware this point also indicates the pursuit of wrong or 

peculiar ideas. 

 

Pluto / North Node 

This point represents the urge to make contacts and exercise your power and influence over 

them. It is a point of karmic destiny and can be linked to powerful moments of life change. In 

mundane astrology, it represents the combined destiny of a nation or large group of people. 

 

Pluto / Ascendant 

This point represents how you like to exercise control and power in your general approach to 

life. You might have a peculiar yet influential approach that people find fascinating. Your 

relationships and partnerships can be unusual, which much power play involved. 

 

Pluto / Midheaven 

This point represents the forces and influences behind your aspirations. It shows how and where 

you wish to be successful and important, and where your authority and ability to keep your 

professional reputation is. 

 

North Node / Ascendant 

This point represents how we make efforts to understand other people and conduct ourselves in 

social and the relating spheres of life. It shows how we make contact with others and build on 

teamwork and associations. 

 

North Node / Midheaven 

This point represents where you join up with others for shared ideals, concepts and causes. This 

is where you make good unions and have mutual inner understandings with others. 

 

Ascendant / Midheaven 



This point combines your aspirations with your personality. In other words, it is your career 

point. It’s the point of ‘self-actualisation’ and the ‘here and now’, where ego, life direction and 

vocation (the Midheaven) is combined with meeting life, individualistic reaction and one’s 

general approach to the outside world (the ASC). This is the most important midpoint to use for 

discovering how one’s life is being expressed moment-to-moment. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 


